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 Splashing it up more and more!
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Division 11 Dolphins! 

Hello dolphins and guests! 

This  past month has maybe been quite 

stressful for all Key Clubbers, with 

homework, projects, college applications, 

and more. I am proud to see how this 

division has grown from the beginning of 

the term. Communication has increased 

as well as attendance in numerous events. 

I would, however, like to see more action 

pictures from each club.  

None the less, improvements have been 

made clear and I am more than thrilled 

with how everything is coming together. 

Remember to continue fundraising for PTP. 

This can be done through selling items 

around school, friends and family as well. 

Fundraising money may also be done 

through simply announcing to others what 

PTP is and collecting funds from those who 

wish to help. 

Don’t forget about service events from the 

interests of the members as a whole, and 

service projects too. I am proud to serve 

Division 11 and cannot wait to continue 

seeing the progress being made! Great 

work dolphins! 

 

Splashing with service, 

 
Alexandra (Alé) Delgado 

Lt. Governor of Division 11: Alé Delgado 

What if members don’t want to do spirit stuff? 

Remember that not all members know about 

spirit and cheers. It is easy for those who know 

more about Key Club to understand this idea, 

However member who have not yet seen this 

side of Key Cub won’t quite “get it.” Try 

showing videos of spirit chants, or encourage 

them to attend DCM’s or division wide events 

to learn more. 

 

Too often we under-estimate the power of a 

touch, a smile, a kind word, a listening ear, an 

honest compliment, or the smallest act of caring, 

all of which have the potential to turn a life 

around.  

 Dr. Felice Leonardo 
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Oct 3rd  

 

Oct 13th  

 

T-Shirt Design 

At the last Division Council Meeting, for as long as the process was, 

the shirt design has been created. This year we will be going with a 

different dolphin and style shirt as well. 

RawrTC (RTC) 

This event I must say was awesome! Not only being able 

to bring together Regions one and two; but also to 

celebrate all the accomplishments that have been 

made to this point. Also, to announce a new mascot and 

have a fun Key Club day. Not to mention, all the 

workshops that were made available to learn more and 

come up with all sorts of great ideas.  

I am extremely proud of Division 11, I am happy about 

several different aspects. For one I was excited to see the 

attendance from each club. Secondly it was great to see 

that mostly everyone was representing a past Division 

shirt, a Key Club shirt or a shirt that simply represented the 

D11 colors. Unfortunately the Division 11 shirts were not 

yet ready for this event; however we still managed to 

look united and be spirited. Lastly, I enjoyed seeing all the 

spirit that was pouring out everyone, screaming and 

chanting. 

For all those who were unable to attend, it’s an honor to 

announce that Division 11 won 3rd place in spirit! While 

this may not be 1st, this is just a simply form of proof to 

show all the progress everyone has made. 

Congratulations dolphins, keep it up! 
 

Remember to send Alé at least 5 pictures of all Key Cub related events. Remember to only send 

service action pictures! 
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Oct 26th 

5:00-8:30 PM, with 

Division 31. $40 for a 

team, $5 for 

spectators. 

 

Nov 5th  

 

 

Misc. Dates 

 

Dodge ball for PTP 
Help fundraise for PTP. Attend the dodge ball 

tournament which will take place at the Tierra 

Santa Recreational Center. All proceeds will go to 

PTP. Anyone can attend this event, friends family 

and people outside the division as well. You will 

need 6 people to form a team! You can even sign 

up at the door. 

Monthly Report Forms  
*Read directions on how to send your work (Sent to 

e-mails) 

For the month of November the Lt. Governor will be 

able to make corrections on the MRF’s submitted 

by the clubs, it is strongly encouraged that the 

clubs submit the MRF by the 1st at latest to be 

reviewed and sent back with suggestions to 

correct so that onthe 5th it will be ready to me 

submitted.  

Fall Rall Meetings 
*Read directions on how to send your work (Sent to e-mails) 

For the month of November the Lt. Governor will be 

able to make corrections on the MRF’s submitted by 

the clubs, it is strongly encouraged that the clubs 

submit the MRF by the 1st at latest to be reviewed and 

sent back with suggestions to correct so that onthe 5th 

it will be ready to me submitted.  
 

Remember to send Alé at least 5 pictures of all Key Cub related events. Remember to 

only send service action pictures! 
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Nov 7th 

 

 

 

Nov 10th  

 

 

 

  

Division Council Meeting 
Attend the meeting where will discuss 

background events, new events and more. This is 

a great opportunity to get to meet new people 

and learn more about Key Club on a division 

level. We will also go over Fall Rally updates and 

division news. 

Fall Rally 
Although the deadline for payment to this event 

has already passed, students or parents may still 

attend. However the cost will be $33 at the door, 

and there will need to be a notification to Ale 

Delgado and Mr. Tobias for headcount. 
 

 

Remember to send Alé at least 5 pictures of all Key Cub related events. 

Remember to only send service action pictures! 
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 Hello Division 11! 

If you’ve been reading the 

newsletters every month, 

you’ve definitely noticed 

some changes in this month’s 

issue! 

As the newly appointed 

Division 11 Tech Editor, I’ve 

worked with Alé on changing 

some visuals on the 

newsletters, and we both like 

the new look a lot, and hope 

you do too!  

Besides having a new Tech 

Editor, our division also gained 

a new Executive Assistant, Lily 

Torres.  

I thank you all for taking the 

time to read this month’s 

newsletter, and hope you will 

continue to read future issues. 

Thank you, 

AJ Jones – Mar Vista 

AJ Jones and Lily Torres at this year’s 

RawrTC. 
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